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Abstract: Patients with head and neck cancer are treated through

surgery, radiotherapy (RT), and chemotherapy (CT). Carotid artery

damage and neurotoxicity were previously observed in these patients.

This study estimated the dementia risk associated with different treat-

ment modalities in a head and neck cancer population with long-term

follow-up.

Taiwan’s National Health Insurance claims database and a cancer

registry database from the Collaboration Center of Health Information

Application were linked for the present analysis. Patients with head and

neck cancer, treated from January 1, 2002 to December 31, 2010, were

included in the study. The follow-up duration was the period from the

index date to December 31, 2012. Inclusion criteria were head and neck

cancer; an age >20 years; and having undergone surgery, CT, con-

current CT, or surgery with adjuvant treatment. Exclusion criteria were

another cancer diagnosed before the head and neck cancer, death or

being diagnosed with dementia within 2 years after the treatment of the

head and neck cancer, stroke before the index date, distant metastasis, in

situ carcinoma, sarcoma, head and neck cancer recurrence, an unknown

sex, and an age <20 years. In total, 20,135 patients were included.

In patient groups that underwent surgery alone, surgery and adju-

vant chemoradiotherapy, and chemoradiotherapy alone, the dementia

incidence per 1000 person-years was 1.44, 1.04, and 1.98, respectively.

The crude hazard ratio (HR) of dementia was 1.84 (95% confidence

interval [CI] 1.21–2.81) in the RT with or without CT group. After

adjustment for age, sex, clinical stage, and comorbidity, the HR was

1.92 (95% CI 1.14–3.24). Examining the dementia risk in patients who
, Tsung-Ming Che Po Yuan, MD,
zu-Yuan Wu, MD, MPH

P¼ 0.015; and HRs of 16.5 and 1.92, respectively). The dementia risk

in patients at different clinical stages was not significantly different

among the various treatment groups, regardless of whether the patients

received RT. However, younger (<65 y) patients who received RT with

or without CT had a 2.96-fold (95% CI 1.24–7.08) higher risk of

dementia and a 3.54-fold (95% CI 1.32–9.51) higher adjusted HR

compared with the surgery-alone group. Patients who received a total

radiation dose >6660 cGy exhibited a 1.69-fold (95% CI 0.97–2.95,

P¼ 0.063) higher dementia risk compared with those who received a

total radiation dose <6660 cGy.

Receiving a higher radiation dose increased the dementia risk and

persistently escalated the dementia incidence even 9 years after RT.

Younger (<65 y) patients have a high risk of dementia after RT. The

selection of young patients for dose de-escalation requires improve-

ment for reducing irradiation to the neck and areas near brain tissues,

particularly in Taiwan, where the median patient age is 53 years.

(Medicine 94(45):e1983)

Abbreviations: AJCC = American Joint Committee on Cancer,

CCHIA = Collaboration Center of Health Information Application,

CCRT = concurrent chemoradiotherapy, CT = chemotherapy, HR =

hazard ratio, ICD = International Classification of Diseases, NHI =

National Health Insurance, RT = radiotherapy.

INTRODUCTION

H ead and neck cancer is the 4th leading cause of cancer
deaths and the 6th most common cancer in Taiwan accord-

ing to the Taiwan Cancer Registry report, 2011 edition, pub-
lished on the website of the Health Promotion Administration,
Ministry of Health and Welfare.1 Most Taiwanese patients with
head and neck cancer are men with a betel nut-chewing habit
and median age of 53 years, and may still be a crucial economic
contributor to their families.1,2 Surgery, radiotherapy (RT), and
chemotherapy (CT) are essential treatments for patients with
head and neck cancer.3 Therefore, the possible side effects of
different treatment modalities demand immediate attention.

Radiotherapy plays a critical role in treating patients with
head and neck cancer3,4; however, its long-term outcomes
remain unsatisfactory. Some patients with long-term survival
might experience unexpected late complications with a longer
survival time. Previous studies have shown an increased risk of
ischemic stroke after RT to the neck in patients aged <60
years.5 Some studies have reported that RT can have deleterious
effects on cognitive function.6,7 The most common feelings
that families and caregivers experience after dementia diagnosis
are guilt, grief, loss, and anger. The effects on family, friends,
and society are large, and health resource consumption is
w of relevant literature, no study has
ce of dementia after the initial treatment
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of head and neck cancer. We aimed to determine this incidence
in patients with head and neck cancer, identified from Taiwan’s
National Health Insurance (NHI) database and a cancer registry
database from the Collaboration Center of Health Information
Application (CCHIA). These nationwide population-based
databases enabled us to trace the medical service utilization
history of all citizens and provided a unique opportunity for
comparing the dementia risk between irradiated and nonirra-

Chen et al
diated patients with head and neck cancer, leading to an under-

status. All analyses were conducted using SAS software Version
standing of the relative hazards among different treatment
modalities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two cohorts from Taiwan’s National Health Insurance

(NHI) database and the CCHIA cancer registry database were
combined for the present analysis. Both databases covered
approximately 99% of the Taiwanese population. Patients with
head and neck cancer from January 1, 2002 to December 31,
2010 were included in the study. The follow-up duration was the
period from the index date to December 31, 2012. Taiwan’s NHI
Bureau has released research-oriented data sets through the
CCHIA; these data sets include all original claims data and
registration files for beneficiaries enrolled under the CCHIA.
Taiwan launched the CCHIA program in 1995, and 99% of the
Taiwanese population was covered in 2012. Therefore, the
CCHIA enables researchers to trace all medical services utilized
by patients. The cancer registry database includes information
on the clinical stage, treatment modalities, pathological data,
CT regimen, concurrent and sequential CT/RT, and RT doses.
The diagnoses of included patients were pathologically con-
firmed, and patients newly diagnosed with head and neck cancer
had no other cancers or distant metastasis. The data sets from the
NHI and cancer registry databases include complete infor-
mation on medical care behaviors, costs, medical institutions,
and physicians for all inpatients and outpatients enrolled in the
NHI. Before accessing the data sets, researchers must sign an
agreement contract for protecting patient information.
Researchers are permitted to access the CCHIA database to
analyze specific topics. Patient identification numbers in the
data sets are encrypted, preventing the identification of a
specific patient. The inclusion criteria were head and neck
cancer (identified according to the International Classification
of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification [ICD-9-CM]
140.0–148.9); an age>20 years; and having undergone surgery,
CT, concurrent CT, or surgery with adjuvant treatment. Further-
more, for all patients, the index date was considered the
beginning of the first treatment, such as surgery, RT, or CT.
The exclusion criteria were prior cancer, death or been diag-
nosed with dementia within 2 years after the cancer treatment,
stroke before the index date, distant metastasis, in situ carci-
noma, sarcoma, head and neck cancer recurrence, an unknown
sex, and an age <20 years. No patient who had undergone
surgery with adjuvant therapy not including RT/CT was
included in our study. In total, 20,135 patients were included.
We divided different treatment modalities into different arms for
comparing their outcomes. Arm 1 comprised patients who
received surgery alone. Arm 2 comprised patients who received
surgery with adjuvant RT, surgery with adjuvant CT, or surgery
with concurrent CT/RT (surgeryþRT/CT). Arm 3 consisted of
patients who received concurrent CT/RT without surgery or RT

alone (RT/CT). We further divided arm 3 into a group of patients
receiving CT alone (arm 3–1) and a group of patients receiving
RT�CT, RT alone, or concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT;
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arm 3–2) to clarify the effect of RT (Tables 1 and 2, Fig. 1A,
and Supplemental Table 1, http://links.lww.com/MD/A507).
The end point was the incidence of dementia (ICD-9-CM
331.0, 290.4, 290.0–290.3) among different treatment modal-
ities, with arm 1 serving as the reference group.

The possible confounding factors for comorbidities
included cerebrovascular disease (ICD-9-CM 430–432, 433–
438), cardiovascular disease (ICD-9-CM 393–398, 410–414,
420–429, 440–449, 451–459; ICD-9-CM procedure codes
36.0, 36.01, 36.02, 36.05, 36.06, 36.1, 36.10–36.19, 391),
hypertension (ICD-9-CM 401–405), hyperlipidemia (ICD-9-
CM 272.0–272.4), and diabetes (ICD-9-CM 250). Comorbid-
ities observed within 6 months before and after the index date
were identified according to the main diagnosis code for the first
admission or more than 2 main diagnosis codes for outpatient
visits. Age, sex, and the clinical cancer stage according to the
American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) were adjusted for
or stratified in the analysis. We also investigated the association
of the radiation dose effect with the dementia incidence. We
determined whether the time-dependent effect of dementia
reaches a plateau or increases with time after irradiation to
the head and neck areas.

The cumulative dementia incidence was estimated using
the Kaplan–Meier method, and differences among treatment
modalities and radiation doses were compared using the log-
rank test. The Cox proportional-hazard regression model was
used for calculating the hazard ratios (HRs) of dementia among
patients who received different treatment modalities or radiation
doses. HRs were adjusted for age, sex, baseline comorbidity,
and clinical stage in the multivariate analysis. A stratified
analysis was conducted for evaluating the dementia risk
between different modalities for a similar age or clinical stage
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9.3 (SAS, Cary, NC). A 2-tailed P value <0.05 was considered
significant.

RESULTS
In total, 20,135 patients with head and neck cancer were

included in the study, and the median follow-up duration was
4.18 (interquartile range 3.25) years. Arm 1 comprised 8724
patients, arm 2 comprised 7118 patients, arm 3–1 consisted of
509 patients, and arm 3–2 comprised 3784 patients (Table 1).
The variables mentioned in the ‘‘Materials and Methods’’
section were similar in the 3 study arms, with the AJCC clinical
cancer stage being prominently different. A higher percentage
of patients with early-stage cancer underwent surgery alone,
whereas patients with advanced-stage cancer were more often
treated with surgeryþRT/CT or RT/CT alone rather than with
surgery alone. Most head and neck cancers were oral cavity
cancers in the surgery-alone and surgeryþRT/CT groups, but
the proportion was relatively smaller in the RT/CT group.
Nasopharyngeal cancer was the most prevalent cancer in the
RT/CT group. Radiation doses were higher in the RT/CT group
than in the other groups; median doses in the surgeryþRT/CT
and RT/CT groups were 6480 and 7000 cGy, respectively.
These phenomena are reasonable and similar to those observed
in our clinical practice. Detailed demographic characteristics of
all patients are provided in Table 1.

In the surgery-alone, surgeryþRT/CT, and RT/CT
groups, the dementia incidence was 1.44, 1.04, and 1.98 per

1000 person-years, respectively. Mortality rates per person-
years were 19.54, 39.78, and 45.51 in the 3 groups. We used
arm 1 as the control arm for investigating the dementia risk after
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risk of dementia and possibly reached a plateau 7 years after RT.

TABLE 1. Baseline Characteristics and Follow-up Status of Patients With Different Treatment Modalities

Therapy Group
1: Surgery Alone

(n¼ 8724)
2: SurgeryþRT/CT

(n¼ 7118)
3–1: CT Alone

(n¼ 509)
3–2: RT (þCT)

(n¼ 3784)
Variables n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Sex
Male 7830 (89.75) 6447 (90.57) 404 (79.37) 3184 (84.14)
Female 894 (10.25) 671 (9.43) 105 (20.63) 600 (15.86)

Age (y): mean (SD) 52.12 (11.54) 51.57 (10.38) 55.83 (12.06) 52.09
Age groups (y)
<50 3930 (45.05) 3302 (46.39) 186 (36.54) 1695 (44.79)
50–65 3540 (40.58) 3011 (42.30) 193 (37.92) 1584 (41.86)
�65 1254 (14.37) 805 (11.31) 130 (25.54) 505 (13.35)

Baseline comorbidities
Diabetes mellitus 1023 (11.73) 640 (8.99) 57 (11.20) 280 (7.40)
Hyperlipidemia 188 (2.15) 81 (1.14) 9 (1.77) 49 (1.29)
Hypertension 1314 (15.06) 831 (11.67) 83 (16.31) 450 (11.89)
Cardiovascular disease 563 (6.45) 317 (4.45) 31 (6.09) 218 (5.76)

AJCC clinical stage
I and II (early stage) 5758 (66.00) 1858 (26.10) 103 (20.24) 952 (25.16)
III 1209 (13.86) 1383 (19.43) 80(15.72) 1019 (26.93)
IV 996 (11.42) 3447 (48.43) 169 (33.20) 1685 (44.53)
Unknown 761 (8.72) 430 (6.04) 157 (30.84) 128 (3.38)

Cancer site
Oral cavity 8367 (95.92) 5363 (75.34) 311 (61.10) 718 (18.97)
Oropharynx 129 (1.48) 717 (10.08) 148 (29.08) 721 (19.05)
Hypopharynx 149 (1.70) 751 (10.55) 12 (2.36) 635 (16.78)
Salivary glands 76 (0.87) 122 (1.71) 5 (0.98) 1 (0.03)
Nasopharynx 3 (0.03) 165 (2.32) 33 (6.48) 1709 (45.16)

No. of patients with dementia 66 (0.76) 34 (0.48) 6 (1.18) 27 (0.71)
Dementia incidence (per 1000 person-years) 1.44 1.04 2.50 1.90
No. of deaths 898 (10.29) 1305 (18.33) 132 (25.93) 625 (16.52)
Mortality rate (per 1000 person-years) 19.54 39.78 54.71 43.95
Total radiation dose

�
: median (IQR) — 6480 (660.0) — 7000 (200.0)

AJCC¼American Joint Committee on Cancer, CT¼ chemotherapy, IQR¼ interquartile range, No.¼ number, RT¼ radiotherapy, SD¼ standard

h ra
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RT. The crude HRs for dementia were 1.84 (95% confidence
interval [CI] 1.21–2.81) and 0.80 (95% CI 0.53–1.22) for arms
3 and 2, respectively. After adjustment for age, sex, clinical
stage, and comorbidity, the HRs were 1.92 (95% CI 1.14–3.24)
for arm 3–2 (RT�CT) and 1.05 (95% CI 0.65–1.71) for arm 2.
Figure 1A presents the cumulative dementia incidence for the 3
treatment arms; the dementia risk was higher in arm 3–2 (log-
rank test, P¼ 0.004), and it seemed to plateau 7 years after RT.
The Cox proportional-hazards regression model used for asses-
sing the dementia risk in all patients revealed that an age >65
years and the receipt of RT�CT without surgery were inde-
pendent risk factors (P< 0.001 and P¼ 0.049, HRs 16.46 and
1.92, respectively; Table 2).

Clinical stages were analyzed through stratification
(Table 3), and no significant differences were observed among
the 3 treatment modalities, regardless of whether patients
received RT. However, younger (<65 y) patients who received
RT with or without CT (RT/CT) showed a 2.96-fold (95% CI
1.24–7.08) higher risk of dementia with a 3.54-fold (95% CI
1.32–9.51) higher adjusted HR compared with the surgery-

deviation.�
The median total radiation dose was calculated among patients wit
alone group.
In addition to age, the effect of the radiation dose on the

dementia risk was evaluated. The radiation doses administered

Copyright # 2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
to all patients are shown in Table 4, and the total radiation dose
had a possible effect on the dementia risk. Table 4 shows that a
total radiation dose >6660 cGy increased the dementia risk in
all patients by 1.69-fold (95% CI 0.97–2.95, P¼ 0.063) relative
to a total radiation dose <6660 cGy. Figure 1B shows the
cumulative dementia incidence for different RT doses. A higher
radiation dose resulted in a higher dementia risk (log-rank test,
P¼ 0.0606), and the dose effect persisted even 9 years after RT.
Contrastingly, a low dose<6660 cGy was associated with a low

diotherapy.
The dementia incidence per 1000 person-years was 1.388 and
0.995 in the 2 radiation dose groups.

DISCUSSION
Regardless of the type, such as vascular dementia, multi-

infarct dementia, and Alzheimer disease, dementia is caused by
an irregular blood supply to the brain or other cardiovascular
risk factors.10–12 Avoiding irradiation to the carotid arteries is
extremely difficult in patients with head and neck cancer

because of the high risk of neck failure and frequent malignant
lymphadenopathy.13–16 Experimental animal studies have
firmly established a causal relationship between irradiation

www.md-journal.com | 3



TABLE 2. Multivariate Cox Proportional-hazard Model for the
Risk of Dementia

Variables
Adjusted

HR (95% CI) P Value

Treatment
1: Surgery alone 1.00
2: SurgeryþRT/CT 1.05 (0.65–1.71) 0.841
3–1: CT alone 0.45 (0.06–3.27) 0.430
3–2: RT (þCT) 1.92 (1.14–3.24) 0.015

Sex
Female 1.00
Male 0.76 (0.46–1.26) 0.291

Age group
(Reference: age <65 y) 1.00
Age �65 y 16.50 (10.76–25.29) <0.001

Baseline comorbidities
Diabetes mellitus 0.79 (0.42–1.48) 0.457
Hyperlipidemia 1.83 (0.67–5.02) 0.241
Hypertension 1.12 (0.71–1.75) 0.630
Cardiovascular disease 1.51 (0.87–2.63) 0.147

Clinical stage
(Reference: early stage) 1.00
Stage III 1.08 (0.67–1.77) 0.746
Stage IV 0.68 (0.41–1.14) 0.140

CI¼ confidence interval, CT¼ chemotherapy, HR¼ hazard ratio,

Chen et al
and vascular disease. No changes were observed in the athero-
sclerotic lesions of out-of-field arteries, consistent with a local
rather than a systemic effect of radiation. Macrophage accumu-
lation was substantial around irradiated arteries after irradiation
for 22 to 34 weeks. Intraplaque hemorrhage was limited at
irradiated arteries.17–20 In vitro and in vivo experimental studies
have indicated that RT causes acute upregulation of proinflam-
matory cytokines and adhesion molecules in the endothelium
that recruit inflammatory cells to vascular injury sites.21

Furthermore, the induction of chronic oxidative stress is
increasingly implicated in radiation-induced late tissue injury.22

The aforementioned findings are compatible with our clinical
findings on the latent onset of dementia 3 years after RT and a
time-dependent increase in the incidence even 7 years after RT
(Fig. 1A).

Radiation-induced atherosclerotic progression to the car-
otid artery is associated with fibrosis formation in the intima–
media layer, endothelial damage, and atheromatous plaques.
Radiation-induced damage to the carotid artery is increased by
occlusive changes in the vasa vasorum, leading to radiation-
related ischemia of the arterial wall.5,23–26 These cardiovascular
risk factors might contribute to additional risks of dementia in
irradiated head and neck cancer patients.

According to our review of relevant literature, this study is
the first to evaluate the dementia incidence in patients with head
and neck cancer who received radiation therapies different from
those involved in whole-brain RT. Previous studies have
reported the development of dementia after the treatment of
brain tumors or brain metastasis with RT administered alone or

RT¼ radiotherapy.
combined with CT, but the sample sizes were small.27,28 More-
over, the fraction size and total radiation dose investigated in
our study differed from those administered during whole-brain

4 | www.md-journal.com
RT or for treating brain tumors. Brain metastasis or tumors also
induced dementia, even without treatment, when the tumors
were located near the hippocampus. This study can draw
attention to the experiences of and dementia incidence in
irradiated head and neck cancer patients; the development of
dementia in 20,135 patients who received single, bi, and
trimodality therapies is also reported. The dementia incidence
was relatively low, and the survival benefits experienced by
irradiated head and neck cancer patients outweighed the harm-
fulness of dementia.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the
association of RT administered to patients with head and neck
cancer with dementia risk. The radiation dose effect, time effect,
and dementia risk were positively correlated. The radiation dose
is extremely critical for cancer control with a dose–effect
association,29,30 although in our study, higher radiation doses
(�6660 cGy) resulted in a higher dementia risk (Table 4). The
dementia incidence per 1000 person-years was 1.388 and 0.995
in the RT/CT and surgeryþRT/CT groups, respectively. The
absolute incidence of dementia was still low, and a larger
sample size of patients with dementia was necessary for reach-
ing a significant level. Dementia risk showed a dose–effect
trend in Table 4 and Figure 1B. Understanding the risk of
radiation-related dementia and the high risk of RT-induced
dementia in patients with head and neck cancer is crucial. In
our study, a radiation dose >6660 cGy increased the dementia
risk, and the incidence was persistently higher with time after
RT even after 9 years. At a dose <6660 cGy, the dementia risk
reached a plateau within a shorter interval after RT, presumably
because radiation-related vessel damage generally occurs
within a longer time after RT.31–33 RT induces a continuum
of vascular disease that begins with mild asymptomatic vascular
thickening and progresses to severe vessel fibrosis with a dose–
volume effect.34–36

Similar radiation-related vessel injury studies of stroke
incidence have shown that RT increased the stroke risk in young
patients with head and neck cancer treated with RT or CT.5,37–40

Lee et al37 and Huang et al38 reported that irradiated young
(<55 y) patients with head and neck cancer had a higher risk of
stroke. Our data also showed that young patients (<65 y) with
head and neck cancer who received RT had a higher risk of
dementia (Table 4). Our outcomes suggest that radiation-related
vascular damage occurred in irradiated head and neck cancer
patients with a latent-onset dementia risk and radiation-related
neurotoxicity. Irradiation of the brain parenchyma within the
target volume in patients with head and neck cancer may cause
extensive cancer of the skull base or orbital, ethmoid, or
sphenoid sinuses; nasopharyngeal cancer; or neurological com-
plications.41 Gavrilovic et al7 revealed that administering the
same radiation technique and dose to older patients (>60 y)
caused more and intolerable radiation-related neurotoxicity,
which was defined as a progressive neurological or cognitive
impairment. Those outcomes may be compatible with ours;
administering radiation at >6660 cGy to older patients (�65 y)
might cause an increase in radiation-related neurotoxicity
(Table 4). Radiation-induced cognitive impairment is expected
in long-term irradiated head and neck cancer patients with RT
administered to brain tissues. Cheung et al42 reported that brain
necrosis predicted an increase in cognitive impairment in 50
irradiated nasopharyngeal cancer patients who were longitud-
inally followed with neuropsychological testing. Furthermore,

Medicine � Volume 94, Number 45, November 2015
Hsiao et al6 reported that the cognitive outcome was poorer in
patients with nasopharyngeal cancer treated with intensity-
modulated RT when >10% of their temporal lobe volume

Copyright # 2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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received a total fractionated dose >6000 cGy compared with
patients who received <6000 cGy. Our outcomes also con-
firmed the findings of previous studies indicating that radi-
ation-related neurotoxicity was more severe in older patients
(>65 y) and in those who received a high dose (>6660 cGy),
with the crude HR being 2.21 (95% CI 1.06–4.63, P¼ 0.035;
Table 4, Fig. 1B).

Our findings may influence the recommended treatment
approach for younger patients (<65 y) with head and neck
cancer. Administering a suitable radiation dose (<6660 cGy)
for patients with head and neck cancer is vital. Young patients
might have the potential for long-term survival after cancer
treatment, and the survival time is sufficient for developing
radiation-related dementia. Particularly in Taiwan, the median
age of patients with head and neck cancer was 53 years, and

FIGURE 1. A, Cumulative incidence of dementia with different trea
varying total radiation doses.
most of these patients were aged <65 years. For instance, low-
dose radiation (5400 cGy) is sufficient for treating some human
papilloma virus-positive head and neck cancers according to a

Copyright # 2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
phase 2 ECOG 1308 study.43 These outcomes suggest that
patient selection for dose de-escalation requires improvement.

The limitations of our study are that the actual radiation
dose and volume delivered to the carotid artery and brain tissues
could not be measured; therefore, the actual dose–volume
effect is unclear. Although irradiation for patients with head
and neck cancer sometimes involves neck and partial brain
tissues, the maximum radiation dose point and irradiated target
volume remain major unresolved problems. Therefore, a large
randomized trial with a suitable regimen administered to well
selected patients and comparing standard approaches is required
for resolving the aforementioned problems. Moreover, demen-
tia and other comorbidities were identified according to ICD-9-
CM codes. However, Taiwan’s NHI Bureau randomly reviews
charts and interviews patients to verify the diagnostic accuracy.

nt modalities. B, Cumulative incidence of dementia in groups with
If any inconsistencies or malpractices, such as outlying charges
or practices, are discovered, hospitals are investigated and
heavily penalized. Finally, the database does not contain
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TABLE 3. Stratified Cox Proportional-hazard Model for the Risk of Dementia and the Associated Treatment Modality

Stratified
Variables

Treatment
Modality N

No. of Patients
With Dementia (%)

Crude HR
(95% CI) P value

Adjusted HR
�

(95% CI) P value

Age (y)
<65 1: Surgery alone 7470 12 (0.16) 1.00 1.00

2: SurgeryþRT/CT 6313 13 (0.21) 1.65 (0.75–3.63) 0.210 1.74 (0.86–3.54) 0.104
3: RT/CT 3658 9 (0.25) 2.96 (1.24–7.08) 0.015 3.54 (1.32–9.51) 0.012

�65 1: Surgery alone 1254 54 (4.31) 1.00 1.00
2: SurgeryþRT/CT 805 21 (2.61) 0.77 (0.47–1.28) 0.314 0.80 (0.43–1.46) 0.461
3: RT/CT 635 24 (3.78) 1.32 (0.81–2.13) 0.265 1.26 (0.68–2.31) 0.462

Clinical stage
Early stage 1: Surgery alone 5758 44 (0.76) 1.00 1.00

2: SurgeryþRT/CT 1858 10 (0.54) 0.87 (0.44–1.74) 0.697 0.98 (0.49–1.96) 0.959
3: RT/CT 1055 6 (0.57) 1.60 (0.68–3.78) 0.284 1.23 (0.52–2.91) 0.646

Stage III 1: Surgery alone 1209 7 (0.58) 1.00 1.00
2: SurgeryþRT/CT 1383 11 (0.80) 1.79 (0.69–4.62) 0.233 2.63 (0.99–6.98) 0.053
3: RT/CT 1099 6 (0.55) 2.12 (0.70–6.45) 0.185 2.38 (0.78–7.34) 0.130

Stage IV 1: Surgery alone 996 6 (0.60) 1.00 1.00
2: SurgeryþRT/CT 3447 7 (0.20) 0.43 (0.14–1.28) 0.130 0.51 (0.17–1.53) 0.229
3: RT/CT 1854 12 (0.65) 1.76 (0.66–4.71) 0.262 1.73 (0.63–4.70) 0.285

¼ r
ge (
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information about personal lifestyle, including tobacco and
alcohol consumption, dietary habits, socioeconomic status,
educational level, and the body mass index, which may also
be risk factors for dementia. We did not analyze the outcomes
of the treatment modalities listed in Supplemental Table 1
(http://links.lww.com/MD/A507) because of a small sample
size of some groups; for instance, the sample size of the
surgeryþCT group was only 63 patients (data not shown).
Taiwanese patients with head and neck cancer are treated
postsurgically depending on their adverse outcome risks,
including extracapsular nodal spread, positive margins, pT3
or pT4 primary tumor, N2 or N3 nodal disease, nodal disease at
levels IV or V, perineural invasion, and vascular embolism.
When patients are at a risk of only 1 minor outcome (pT3 or pT4
primary, N2 or N3 nodal disease, nodal disease at levels IV or

CI¼ confidence interval, CT¼ chemotherapy, HR¼ hazard ratio, RT�
Hazard ratios were adjusted by sex, comorbidities, and clinical sta
V, perineural invasion, or vascular embolism), physicians
administer adjuvant RT alone and not CT alone. However,
when the risks are major (extracapsular nodal spread or

TABLE 4. The Association Between the Incidence of Dementia a

Total radiation dose N
No. of Patients

with Dementia (%) In

Total radiation population
Total radiation dose <6660 cGy 4917 23 (0.47)
Total radiation dose �6660 cGy 5169 28 (0.54)

Age <65 y
Total radiation dose <6660 cGy 4342 12 (0.28)
Total radiation dose �6660 cGy 4544 8 (0.18)

Age �65 y
Total radiation dose <6660 cGy 575 11 (1.91)
Total radiation dose 3 6660 cGy 625 20 (3.20)

CI¼ confidence interval, HR¼ hazard ratio.�
Hazard ratios were adjusted by sex, comorbidities, clinical stage, and

6 | www.md-journal.com
positive margins) or patients are at a risk of 2 or more minor
outcomes, adjuvant CCRT is typically administered. Most
patients in arm 2 received surgeryþRT or surgery with RT
and CT, and the sample size of the surgeryþCT group was
comparatively small. Few patients postsurgically received
adjuvant CT alone. As shown in Supplemental Table 1
(http://links.lww.com/MD/A507), although the sample size
of arm 3–1 was small, we used this arm for determining the
dementia incidence in patients who received single, bi, and
trimodality therapies. The RT-alone group had the highest
dementia incidence per 1000 person-years. We used a multi-
variate Cox proportional-hazards model for assessing the
dementia risk and divided arm 3 into 3–1 (CT alone) and
3–2 (RTþCT). The dementia risk was significant in the
RT�CT group, but not in arm 3–1. Thus, RT is an independent

adiotherapy.
or age group).
risk factor for dementia. However, considering the magnitude
and significance of the observed effects in this study, these
limitations are unlikely to affect the conclusions.

nd the Total Radiation Dose

cidence
Crude HR
(95% CI) P value

Adjusted
HR
�

(95% CI) P

1.00 1.00 1.00
1.39 1.69 (0.97–2.95) 0.063 1.60 (0.90–2.86) 0.113

0.58 1.00 1.00
0.45 0.95 (0.39–2.35) 0.919 1.18 (0.46–3.04) 0.728

4.29 1.00 1.00
8.18 2.21 (1.06–4.63) 0.035 1.81 (0.82–4.01) 0.145

age group.

Copyright # 2015 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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CONCLUSIONS
A high radiation dose results in a high risk of dementia in

patients with head and neck cancer and persistently escalates the
dementia incidence even 9 years after RT. Younger irradiated
head and neck cancer patients had a high risk of dementia
compared with the surgery-alone group. The selection of young
patients with head and neck cancer for dose de-escalation
requires improvement for preventing the delivery of unnecess-
arily high doses to the neck and areas near brain tissues.
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